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About This Game

Work in World War 2 Tank Factory, Date Beautiful Girls, and Choose Your Side in Alternate History Visual Novel!

Panzer Hearts is a story-driven game filled with romance and adventure. The setting is an alternate history WW2 where the
warmongering “Empire” is terrorizing its friendly neighbors. The young men and women brainwashed by the Empire see the

war of aggression as justified.

You take the role of a young, naive, brainwashed soldier, Bastian. Wounded in the battle, Bastian gets a second chance to serve
the Empire in a factory building tanks. Some of the people in the factory are linked to Bastian's past and some to his future.

They say love is blind, but in this case love and where it leads our young protagonist can completely change his future and the
course of the war. A chain of events and a cry from his past make Bastian question his loyalty and his side in the war.

The gameplay is visual novel style, so you read the story and make choices, which affect the game. We also have a special tank
building minigame, where you get to build World War 2 tanks! As visual novels go, there is also dating. Your decisions with the

girls might even affect the outcome of the war...
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Experience War From an Uncommon Point of View: On the Home Front

Work in a Tank Factory Building World War 2 Tanks

Date Girls and Reveal Their Secrets

Original Symphony Music Soundtrack

Over 60 000 Words and Over 4 Hours of Gameplay

Never Before Seen Alternate World: Ancient Egypt Meets Totalitarian Germany!
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Title: Panzer Hearts - War Visual Novel
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
HELYEES
Publisher:
HELYEES
Release Date: 25 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.66 GHZ

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

Storage: 592 MB available space

English
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It's like playing a puzzle game, except the puzzle's not that hard to solve so you can enjoy yourself playing it without stressing
yourself out that much.

Enjoyed myself with the asmr. Decent for the price. Great, real-world award in the game is something I've never seen before,
and that's why I like it. I cannot recommend it enough! but the game has little bugs that developer should fix it because this
game is good if continue to add features.. Funny, but a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥♥to launch and learn. Don't buy it, I think videos are
enough to enjoy this game unless you are a airplane-fan.. Instead... Go shoot your load in the sink
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I hate to give bad reviews, but I don't think you should spend your money on this. I played for a while, but the game never let me
save, so I lost all progress. The game is repetitive and somewhat confusing in places, and I would not recommend it to anyone
looking to sink their time into it.. For being able to destory entire solar systems, making planets startships, making planet sized
starships, and being able to construct ring worlds. I give this game a thumbs up, the game is a little brutal to the first time player
but a quick trip to youtube or to the forum will lead you in the write direction to creating the most badass empire/federation..
Gets boring really fast. It really lacks the tools to optimize your customer experience because you are really in the dark on what
they want.
And there's no need even because setting up a restaurant is super easy and it's instantly profitable. And then you just buy more
restaurants...

Maybe I'm missing something but to me it just lacks something. it is a great and fun game i would recommend it if you are
bored and need to waste time. the only problem is that there is no cloud for some things. like i had a really good weapon in
storage for next round and i go to play the game on another computer and the item isnt there for next round.
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Though the game is in Alpha phase it has some promise, needs alot of work still but if your looking for a Social game this will
be that in time. There is alot to do once the finished copy comes out.

As for recommending it i cant say as its not a finished product.. i touch myself as i play this game cause it makes me so erect
that i cant help but jerk off to it as i play. ive never been so haorny as when i play this game. every woman i have slept with cat
get me nearly as horny or erect as this game can. when i play i feel as though im flying through the sky on a unicorn with its
horn up my♥♥♥♥♥ my god i love the feeling this game brings to me. o my god is all i can say. please oh lordy i hope i dont go
to hell for plaYING THIS GAME CAUSE WE ALL KNOW HAVING THIS MUCH FUN IS A SIN IN THE EYES OF OUR
LORD AND HEAVENLY FATHER. im sorry for the caps i accidenly hit it and didnt want to go back and erase what i had
alrady written in fear that i might forget what i had written.. great game from my childhood and brought back lots of memories
and laughs. if super graphics is what you're after don't bother.... but if you had this game as a kid and love the 90's feel then
jump into it and feel those old school feels. It still rocks!!. Played that kitten Natora Outfit for the first time - instant Boner
10\/10

I like her playstyle even if her movelist isnt that complex, but it dosnt need to allways be complex, does it?
She got some fun combo-moves and isnt that hard to play at all. As allready written i really like her optic as well - she got such a
kawaii look. :3

The DLC is good, and way better then my english though

How to setup your dedicated server for Legends of Azulgar - Space Conflict:
Hello guys,

in our steam discussion we have posted an installation guide and technical specification for setting up your own dedicated
server. It will normally show up in the server list.

http://steamcommunity.com/app/503010/discussions/0/1473096694441077150/

Thanks for you support guys!!
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LOA Team. A top 10 Game of the year listing for us!:
SuperPhillip Central[www.superphillipcentral.com] Placed us as the No 9th best game of 2016! Thank you!. Achievement
unlocked:
For quite some time we've been focusing on game balance and competitiveness. We’ve integrated score system, updated main
storylines and introduced the ways to lose and win the game. Balancing the game could never be finished, but could be good
enough. And now we believe that it is good enough to focus on something else. So we decided to reintroduce achievements.

What’s new?. Are You READY? Hell's Wrath is Coming Tonight!:

Brace yourself... your not ready for the horrors that await you... Early Access 1.3:

Fixes. Patch v1.00.01 - Hotfix:
A small Hotfix patch is now available for Elium - Prison Escape, which addresses a few issues that can hinder the
gameplay experience

Changes:

Bugfix: Fixed FOV resetting to 80 when looting

Bugfix: Fixed an occurrence of mis-aligned stairs in a random hallway

Bugfix: Fixed table keys not able to be picked up

Bugfix: Fixed looted lockpicks stacking into the wrong inventory item
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. Hotfix "e" Arriving Soon!:
Bug fixes arriving in upcoming "v1.0.0e:
* Possible fixes for long loading screens
* Fixed spammy toast popups in-game
* Bloaty log fix
* Weapon store equip bug fixes

ETA = Few hours

Questions? http://throneofli.es/discord

--Xblade. Item Updates:
Charms and Rings can no longer be "of Damage" or have the Prefix "Broken",
Only Weapons can have the suffix "of Speed",
The minimum "of Speed" bonus is now 0.5,
Picking up an Item and dropping an Item is now using the new ItemPrefix system and no longer requires the forced
delay,
Depositing and Withdrawing Items is now using the new ItemPrefix system and no longer requires the forced delay,
Placing an Item for trade is now using the new ItemPrefix system and no longer requires the forced delay,
Using an item no longer has a 500ms forced delay,
Removing equipped Items has been upgraded to now using the new ItemPrefix system and no longer requires the
forced delay,
Swapping Bank Slots/Hotbar Slots/Inventory Slots and Spell Slots are using the new ItemPrefix system and no longer
requires the forced delay,
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